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The Relation of the Fourth Bospel to the Synoptists.
BY THE REV. F. W. WORSLEY, M.A., B.D., DURHAM.

THE Johannine problem is always with us. Year

after year, yes, and month after month, new

suggestions are forthcoming. At least they pre-
tend to be new. Not infrequently we find them to
be but old. friends with new faces ; and this is

well-nigh inevitable, for we are being gradually
forced to the conviction that, given only our

present available material, we can hardly hope to
get much nearer to the final solution of the many-
sided problem. And yet each contributor seems
to bring forward some new point of view, and is in
consequence welcomed, so that a restatement of

some of the older points has often something more
fresh, more interesting, more helpful about it than
most of the fashionable novelties of the day.
Presumably each investigator imagines that his

work is quite independent, quite impartial; and
indeed it is only in so far as this is really the case
that we can hope to gain a little more insight
into the possible conditions of the original writer.
The only method by which such independence
may be in some degree arrived at is in the
determination that nothing shall be presupposed;
an ideal hardly attainable under present conditions.
We may be sure, however, that if we start from the
avowed standpoint of any established critic or

author, simply because it has been widely recog-
nized ; we shall at once vitiate our entire argument
for that portion of the community that refuses to
accept the conclusions of our own particular guide.
Let us then once more start, with a mind as open
as possible, to gather some impressions as to the
relation between the Fourth Gospel and the

Synoptists ; a field of study investigated times
without number, with regard to which a mass of
literature is extant, but as touching which no one
has yet dared to claim that they have said the last
word. This is a phase of criticism as yet not

reached, but we are not without indications that
some such claims may soon be put forward, with
just that amount of modesty that is compatible
with them.

I.

Was the writer of the Fourth Gospel acquainted
with the other three narratives? No one will as

yet venture to dogmatize upon this subject; but

with some little hesitation we may answer yeas.’
The most doubtful side of the question is that

touching the First Gospel. We do not need to

; lay much stress upon the fact that the sentence

I aÀÀolj 8~ ~a~(3wv X6yxqv E~·vSEV a£To£ T~n 7rÀ£vpáJI,
Kal 

’ 

e~A.~ udwp Kat at>a, which is but slightly
altered from Jn i93~, appears in certain manu-

scripts of the First Gospel (i.e. ~ B C L U r
5 48 67 115 127) at the end of 2¡40. eve
have here strong attestation for the sentence, it

is true, but there is also good authority for its
omission (A D al Syr&dquo;&dquo; and others), so that the
probability is that it appeared upon the margin of
some ancient a<IS., and that the copyist was unable
to resist the idea that Efs Ee aurwv of v.~s implied
a following 6XXo< ; the sentence is certainly out
of place before v.,10. Apart from this, the only
place where the Fourth Evangelist is in agreement
with the First against the other two is Jn 1215. 16 =
Mt 214.5. This is merely in the matter of
a quotation and proves nothing. There are

certain subtle touches which incline us to believe
that the Fourth Evangelist was acquainted with
the Third Gospel; he most certainly must have
known of the Aramaic original which underlies the
First Gospel, but he makes no use of the matter
peculiar to either of these narratives. He knew,
probably, that these two writers had accepted and
made use of the Second Gospel as giving in the
main an accurate outline of the Life of Christ;
but whether he knew it or not, he certainly adopted
that plan himself ; and this is the important thing
to remember when we recollect the local tradition,
ICai ro£0’ 6 7~’pEQRUTEpOS ËÀEY£’ MapKOS /jt.&euro;t’, Epf,~E-
l~EUT1~S IIETpou ’YEVO~A.EVOS, go-a E~A.VI~~tOYEU~EV O.KpC~w$
ËYPal/JEV. The authority upon which this Gospel
thus rested was considerable, so that the all-

important question to decide as far as may be is
surely this, How does the Fourth Evangelist treat
this ’ Petrine’ Gospel ?

II.

~Vhen we take the places where the Fourth

Evangelist tells of the same incidents as are dealt
with by St. Mark, we cannot but be struck by the
almost total absence of agreement, as we use the
word, that is to say, with regard to the Synoptists
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themselves. Our author tells of the Baptism of
Christ, and in doing so agrees in a small way with
the other accounts, but he only does so in order to
introduce a totally different aspect of the testimony
of John Baptist, and a totally different version of
the first meeting of St. Peter with the Christ; a
very important point. He tells too of the feeding
of the five thousand and the subsequent incident
of Christ’s walking upon the water (Jn 61-21 =

Mk 63°-~~), but his purpose in doing so is obviously
to show that St. Mark has given the text, but has

omitted the sermon. He mentions the triumphal
entry in Jerusalem ( Jn I 21:!-1f1 = Mk I 11-10), but does
so simply to bring in his reference to the influence
of the raising of Lazarus upon the minds of the
people in Jerusalem. We shall find some such

elements in all the passages where the two

narratives deal with the same events. They are
divisible into the following classes :-

(a) Those where we find the Fourth Evangelist
dismissing in a few words events narrated at some
length by the Second.

(h) Those in which he tells of incidents which

St. Mark also records, but with regard to which the
two accounts are completely different. 

&dquo;

(c) Platens where he makes additions to the
Marcan narrative-

(i) By way of explanation,
(2) By way of supplement.

’ 

Let us take these in detail.

(a) The following are the passages in which the
Fourth Evangelist is content to make, as it were,
a passing reference to the more detailed account
of St. Mark

Jn 71 = Mk ~.~-sl. Jn I 8I =Mk r 432-~’’.
J17 I I5~= Mk I03’-52. Jn 1916.17=Mk I 5 IS-:!3.

If we take the first of these in illustration we see
that the Fourth Evangelist sums up a considerable
portion of the account of the ministry of Christ in
these words, Kal /~&euro;Tu raura 7rEpL7ráTH 6 ’I~o-o?5
Ev rii ha~lWai¢, or yap ~(iEÀEV Ev Toj ‘Iovdaia
7rEpt7raTEtV, õn E~’Y~TOUV QUTOV oi ~IOUOat06 å7rOKTEtVaL.

It is evident, then, that in this passage, and
in the others mentioned above, the writer wishes
to make it plain that it is no part of his scheme
to repeat needlessly anything that has been

correctly related in the Second Gospel. It is as

though he said, ‘ For further details see St. Mark.’
One such passage might be put down as a mere

curious coincidence, but with these examples
before us we are bound to decide that we have
here evidences of the purpose and scheme of the
writer of the Gospel.

(b) This becomes increasingly clear when we see
that in certain cases our author is at pains to tell
us events already related by St. Mark, but with
regard to which he entirely disagrees with that
writer. The most striking examples are to be
found in the matter of the cleansing of the Temple,
and of the call of St. Peter and St. Andrew.

Concerning the first of these there has been
much controversy. There have been those
who earnestly contended that there must have
been two such events, the one at the commence-
ment and the other at the end of Christ’s ministry.
Others have pointed out, somewhat gleefully, that
the discrepancy is best explained by the fact that
we have here one of the several instances not

merely of the inaccuracy of the Fourth Evangelist,
but of the very mistakes to which such a writer
was open, and into which he actually fell in spite
of his great care to represent himself as an eye-
witness. But as a matter of fact the phenomenon
is capable of far simpler and far more natural

explanation. Had the writer wished to remark
that there were in fact two cleansings he would
certainly have been more explicit; and, on the
other hand, it is impossible to suppose that he is
here guilty of a foolish blunder when we consider
that he was making use of the Second Gospel. It
remains only possible to suppose that his order is
deliberately chosen with the express intention of
correcting that of the Synoptists.
The second example illustrates this more

forcibly. Here are the two accounts ; they are

irreconcilable.

~I); 116. 17.

Iiai 7T’apá-ywII 7T’apà. Tiw
B&?~a~Qav rns raÀtÀa[/1~ e’L6Ep
r,f,uwva Kai ’:w8p~av Tdv ciBE-

X956P EiAwpos d/c~tf3aABovras
ill Tll da~a~~r~, T¡uall yap
Q~EECS~ KQL EL7T’fll a6ToZs 6

~I’na’OUS .’,EUTE 6riO-W f.tOl, Kal.

7T’Ot’1]uw v/~as yEY~O·Bal. á.ÀfEÎ~

dvdpw~rwv. Ka1 EVeUS cig5~v7-cs
Tà. ôílBTI’a i~KOAoC~d~o-av aúT4!.

Tn ¡.,BU-.,B2.

’Hv ’~vopEas 6 aoEB~bs
~iftwvos II~rpot~ fl~ eK 7-C~V

6U&dquo;O T(ZJI aA0U0’QYTWY ’7fapQ~
’Iwavou Kai d~oBovBrl~avrwY
aIIT(~J’ EIIpLUKEL OUTOS 7fpWTOY
TUY &6eXwdv 7’6f t3tov .‘.,~l,uwva
Kal Xiyei aurw EUPQA’h~f,l,EY TOv
1ZE~Qfav (6 fo-TLV ftEBEp~IC’!)YEU-
(S/CEYOY ~pL?TOS~. ?ha-yep aL,r6v
7rpbs Tbv ’I~o-oCw. E~t~J~~~as
avr4i 6 ’11]o-oû~ Ei7rEV ~u Ei

~f~.cwv 6 vIbs ’1ClJáVOL’, o-6

n7~,~B~~p K770as (8 ~p,uEYEVETat
II<’TpO!).
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Now what other purpose can our author have

had than to give what he considered to be the

true version of an all-important event in the life of
one with whom he is closely associated in this

Gospel (and elsewhere?), and upon whose author-
ity, moreover, the Second Gospel was generally
considered to rest? Any other explanation of the
discrepancy is forced and unnatural, unless we are
content to view the Fourth Gospel as a mere

forgery. Another notable example in which

explanation and correction are combined is to be

found in the account of the feeding of the five

thousand and the subsequent appearance of Christ
upon the sea On 61-24 = lVIk 6~-~). The account

given by the Fourth Evangelist is a mere sketch,
but he adds little details omitted by St. Mark,
and inserts VV.3-7 by way of fuller explanation.
Thus in his narrative we have the locality more

definitely stated, Trepan 7~s Baaci~m~s T~5 raAtXata5
T~7s Tt/?&euro;ptaoo?, in v.l ; the reason for the assembled
multitude, ort E’O-EcLpovi, Ta ~~LECa il f.7ro(n E71’C ’f(UV

ao-()EJ10VJ/’TWV, in v.°-; the time of year, ~v Si Eyyvs
TO zra~xa, i~ lopT§ Tcuv ’Iovbaicov, in -,-.4 ; the trial

of Philip, vv.1-7; the wa18£piov in v.~ : and the
result produced, Oi ow £v0pwroi Torres 8. f.7rOír¡CTEJI
&dquo;/J,EZ(X Eaeyov ön Ouros ED-TCV Ci~IY~BUJS O 7rP0~1~’f~S
6 f.PXÓP.EJ/OC; ECS TOt~ Ko~~,cov.
And then the author goes on to point out that

the miracle had a further and deeper significance,
in that upon it Christ founded His teaching at

Capharnaum. Again, in these examples we have
strong evidence that the Fourth Evangelist intended
not so much to write an independent, ‘spiritual’
Gospel, but that he wished to correct the existing
accounts where they were wrong, as he thought,
and to introduce such matter as he considered

ought not to have been omitted.
(c) We have only to examine the additional

matter in the Fourth Gospel in the light of the
fact that the author admits the gigantic nature of
an endeavour to tell of all that Christ did and said

(indeed, his hyperbole expresses impossibility), in
order to see all this more clearly.

( i ) As an instance of the way in which he

supplements the Marcan narrative by way of fuller
explanation, we may take the events in the garden
of Gethsemane in Jn 18l-14. Our author sees no
reason for a repetition of the account of the

Agony, but to the story of the Betrayal he adds a
few graphic details, i.e. the amazing result of

Christ’s self-revelation in vv.4-9; the designation

of St. Peter as the author of the attack upon the
servant of the High Priest and the addition of
the victim’s name, MáÀXo~, in V.l0; and the

recording of the reason given by Christ for non-

resistance, TO ~rorrjp~ov o 8e8wKÉJI pm 6 7raT~p OV fLY,
, .,

7fC(U aZT6.

The whole account of the Passion is strikingly
illustrative of this attitude of the Evangelist towards
the Second Gospel. Compare Jn Igls-3a with
Mk 14~-~ In 1 9 1S-~’4 w ith Mk 15 24-28 ; Jn 1 938-42
with Mk 15 42-46. A comparison of the last two

passages will show what is meant.

Mk I5~2-~G.
42.Ka~~S~6~a!’yefo-

~tEVr~s, È7rfi 7¡JI ~rapaa~et~/, 8
EQrm ~rpoadr3~arov, ÈÀ8wJI

’IwlJ’~cp d~rd’~lpcE.eaBalas flÍlJ’X-
1¡¡.t.WJI ~3ou~evr~js, bs nai avrds

7¡JI 7rpOIJ’ÔfXÓ¡.t.fJlOS riw /3a~c-
7~elav TOÛ fleov, TOÀ¡.t.1¡lJ’as
el~i~~9ev 7rpOS rdv Ilen&rov

KCtt rjr~jaaro TO IJ’w¡.t.a 7-oC

’I7]IJ’oíl. ~4. 6 8~ IIecBaros
EBai~~ca~ev e1 i18~ r~Bvr~nev,
Kat 7rpOIJ’KaÀflJ’á¡.t.fJlOS Tdv KEY-
rupfwva È7r7]pWT7]IJ’fJl atirdv el

~f8~ ci7rÉ8aJlfJl’ 45. Kat yvous
a~rd rov nevrapfwvos ~8wp~ja-aro
TO 7rTw¡.t.a T4J ’IwlJ’f¡cp. 46.
r;al ayopda-as acv86va Ka8fÀWJI
avrdv ÈJldÀ7]IJ’fJl rp ~cv86vc Kat
~Br~nev aMf Ev ¡.t.Jl1¡¡.t.a TL Ó 7¡JI
?~e7~aro~c~~~vov er: ~r~rpas, Aal
7rpOlJ’fKÚÀ!lJ’fJl ~IBov È7rt riw
Bupav rov&dquo; N.v~N,elov.

] n I 938-4~.
38. IIETQ ÔÈ T<iC7’m ’npW-

T711J&dquo;f1l rdv n<tB5r0f ’Ih)0’7)~
a~rd ’~1 pcN,aPalas, WII ,uaBrir~s
rou ’I’1)UOU K E K p v,cl,u ~ v o s 8 ~‘
Etd rdv ~6(3ov rwv ’Iou-
8 a L w v, eYa ap~ rd ~o,ua To&dquo;v

’IY)0’OU’ f~ai E7f~TpES~EY å Hft-
~&ros. TI3J~BEV oiw naI i7pev rd
a-wf.ca aurov. 39. ~7~BEV o~ È
nai Ncr;oB~,uos, å EBB~v

7rpOS n~7’6f vvKrds TO

7rPWTOII, ~t‘pwv fBcy,ua
o’/.L,tipv~s nai d~6~7s ws

Xlrpas haTóll. 4°. na-

f3ov oi v TO ~w,iLa Tou

’Iri~oi~ nai e8~7~av avrd
3Boviols fl.Erd, T W d pw,u-
Li,TWY, KaBWS tlBOS EQTIY

TOCS ’IOUSalOIS EYTa~IQ,-
SEIV. 41. ’I~Y ~~ ~Y T47
TÓ7rC¡J Ö7rOV E~TaUpIJB’I~,
K 9j 7f 0 S, K a I E~ V T lJ Kr,7rC¡J
~,(,v’~~Ll.ECOY KalYOY, ff 4J
Oll(1~7~W OIraEIS 1¡v T&euro;<?6f/~y0!’
42. EKEi OUY b1(L T’IjY 7fap0.-
0’KEU’IjY TWY ’IcuSa~Mf,
8r1 Eyyus 1¡v TO ,~LVri,uEiov,
~‘Brihav rdv ’I~croPf.

It will be seen from the above, which is typical
of several passages in the two Gospels (indeed, we
might say that it represents one aspect of the

relationship between them), that the story of the
Fourth Evangelist is in no way a retelling of that
of the Second Evangelist by way of repetition.
The First and the Third Evangelists have been
content to do that in a large measure. The
Fourth Evangelist repeats not a word more than
is necessary, and, as will be seen from the

passages in spaced type, adds several important
details.

2. There remains for discussion the purely
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supplementary matter which our Evangelist inserts
by way of amplification, and which marks off his
Gospel from the other three. This, of course,

forms a separate subject by itself. Many reasons
have been put forward in order to account for it,
but it becomes increasingly plain with careful study
that this writer is by no means intending to give
us all that has been omitted by the others, nor is
it his intention to paint a different side of the /character of Christ. His purpose seems to be
threefold. He wishes to lay stress upon the
events which occurred in Jerusalem and its
immediate neighbourhood, because he considers
that it is to these that we must look if we would

really understand the ultimate trend of events ; he
wishes to emphasize yet more the note of universal-
ity in the teaching of Christ, so he almost adopts
the position of the Gentile towards the Jews, tells
of the events in Samaria, and records in the last
discourses some very remarkable sayings on this

head ; but, above all, he wishes to lay stress upon
that aspect of the Saviour’s personality and self-

revelation, together with its influence and result,
which he considered that the Synoptists had passed
over too lightly, namely, His insistence from the
very beginning upon His Godhead, the acceptance
of this by His chosen band, and the consequent
close personal relationship between Himself and
them because of this.
The much discussed miracle of the Raising of

Lazarus may be less of a difficulty in. the light of
this purpose of the writer. He is convinced that
it was the supreme point in our Lord’s life. To
him it seems to be intimately connected with the
decisive hostile action of the rulers. The

Synoptists have omitted the entire story, and
for the very good reason that St. Mark got no such
impression from St. Peter, but rather considered
that the Raising of the daughter of Jairus was more
important, because it was more widely known ;
probably he had completely forgotten the Lazarus
incident when he wrote his Gospel. St. Luke in
his researches finds only a tradition - concerning
a Raising at Nain. All this points to the fact that
the Fourth Evangelist in looking back over events
had formed an exaggerated estimate of the import-
ance of this miracle, which may well have been a
very quiet family affair. But he certainly is con-
vinced of its tremendous importance, and he

brings this out, not only in the story of the miracle
itself, but in his reference to it in the account of

the triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Jn ia’~-19).
The present writer has shown 1 that the framework
of St. Mark may quite well allow room for the

insertion of this miracle and of the other matter

peculiar to this Gospel.

III.

Here we have in brief outline a truly scientific
method of studying the relationship between the
Fourth Gospel and the Synoptists. Its main

importance lies in the fact that it may help to get
rid of the dust-collecting cobwebs which ever-

busy critical spiders are ever unremittingly spinning,
and thus help to bring the discussion within its

legitimate limits. It surely will make it abundantly
plain that the author of the Fourth Gospel, know-
ing that the Second Gospel was founded upon
what Julicher calls ’the reminiscences of the
Petrine circle,’ deliberately corrected it in many

points, and added to it much of importance; that
he was convinced that his authority would amply
guarantee the accuracy of his statements ; that he
claims to have been an eye-witness without any

apparent fear of contradiction. In addition to all

this, such a plan of investigation strongly suggests
that, broadly speaking, the Gospel as a whole is

the work of a single author, working with a distinct
and honourable purpose, who is amply qualified
for the task that he has undertaken. V’ho could

hope to speak with such authority ? BVho could

expect to make assertions such as this writer

makes without provoking immediate and indignant
attack ? It is not enough to say, with Weizsacker,
that ’the author of the book and the school of

which he was a member were able to lay claim to the
name of the Apostle.’ 3 Either the author was, as
tradition tells us, John the Apostle, the son of

Zebedee, or else he was a distinct John, not one

of the twelve, but yet sufficiently intimate with

Christ to be named 6 ~a.a9~r~s 8v %y6wa 6 ’I~~o&dquo;vs,
and afterwards known as the presbyter. There are

doubtless many of us who are content for the

present with this, even though we like to lean
towards the traditional authorship.

1 THE EXPOSITORY TIMES, October I907, p. 43.
2 Introd. to the N. T., p. 3I9 (E.T.). 
3 Apostolic Age, ii. p. 212 (E.T.).
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